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ABSTRACT
The Catholic Church, by nature of its hierarchical 
structure, has developed groups of members who .are func­
tional in the application and direction of its teachings,, 
These members are the religious, both men and women, who 
initiate and continue the work of the Church among the laity* 
The historical development of the Church has had a 
continuous effect on perceived roles * The role of the 
religious woman remained relatively unchanged until the 
I9601b when the Second Vatican Council eevened, Since 
then, there has been environmental and structural .changes 
in most religious communities. These have bp.en reflected 
in varying degrees of satisfaction, with the role of th© 
peligious,
This study, exploratory in nature, was designed to 
analyse role satisfaction in a single community. The 
seise tod sample of religious women were the Sisters of 
Charity, Oreensburg, Pennsylvania,
The research was designed to examine those factors 
which may account for some of the variance in role satis­
faction. A'positive dependent relationship was suggested 
'between role satisfaction and variables of ago, years of 
service, education, novitiate- entrance age, traditional
orientation.,., rc 1 e. expec tat ion and s elf _esteem* Bata war©
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collected by means of a personal interview, for purpose of 
background information, and .a written questionnaire* The 
questionnaire included measures of the dependent variable 
and the independent variables *
Th© findings revealed a high level of role aatisfac 
tion among the selected "sample. However, the independent 
measures selected failed to explain very much of the 
variance in role satisfaction«
Th© results suggest that th© selection of independent 
measures has omitted other factors that are important 
determinants of how satisfied people are with a particular 
role• It could also be that the- measure of role satisfac­
tion was not appropriate for religious community and a 
more sophisticated measure might be developed.
vii
CHAPTER I
THE CHURCH AND THE RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY
It was not until the sixth century that the Church 
formally approved of religious communities for women 
(Novak, 1967). These orders were exclusively cloistered, 
formally structured and under direct supervision of the 
provincial church. Recognition of religious women in 
church documents did not occur until the fifteenth century 
(Ellis, 1970:66).
S t « Vincent d© Paul did away with the solely clois­
tered religious life for women with the establishment of 
an order, the Daughters of Charity in Franc©, They were 
a !lgroup of women whose only cloister would be in the 
•streets of the city; their only chapel, the parish church; 
their only veil, holy modesty; and their only enclosure, 
holy obedience” (Novak, 1966:2?)* He hoped that religious 
women would work among the people, ministering to their 
needs, leaving the confines of the cloister and wearing 
everyday dress.
As the European nations sought to develop colonies
3email in numbers, had some influence on the development 
of the Church within America.* Many orders wore estab­
lished in America through the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. The Daughters of Charity sent a group to 
Maryland to begin a community* In the late l800 * s* a 
small sect separated from them to begin a teaching order 
in western Pennsylvania. These were known as the Sisters 
of Charity* They established a mother house in Greensburg, 
Pennsylvania *
The influence of the Catholic Church varied through­
out the seventeenth century from activist to passive 
supporter* Catholics were often equally praised and 
scorned* As th© Church seemed to bo-facing a period of 
struggle, there emerged a group that was eager and ripe 
for its teachings* Those wore .the immigrants of the late 
j.QOO1 s and, early 1900 5 s .
The immigrants seemed to identify with th© teachings 
of salvation and peaceful deliverance in- the after life®
The Church could offer this hop© for the millions of 
immigrants who were settling into poverty areas in both 
rural and urban settings* There seemed to be a mutual 
fulfillment of needs for Church and parishioner*
As the children of immigrant ancestry neared adult­
hood, thousands of them chose the religious vocation.
The popularity of religious life developed for varying 
reasons* In the first place, a religious community afforded
kthem a life style that was an improvement over the impov­
erished home life* Secondly,, these individuals had been 
so successfully socialized into the beliefs and practices 
of the Catholic Church that commitment to religious life 
seemed a natural 'progression* Thirdly, religious life was 
held as a prestigious, reflection on the family* Whatever 
the individual motivation for commitment, by 19^0 the 
number of religious women in American orders exceeded 
250,000 (Fiehter, 1961:17).
Modification in the Catholic Church occurred at a 
steady pace between the end of World War II and I960*
Prior to this time, th© Church's attention had. been direct­
ed toward conversion and expansionj there was now a real 
need for Internal development* Conferences and discussions 
viere called for among the hierarchy to seek effective 
solutions to diocesean problems ranging from finance to 
community awareness. Simultaneously, religious orders 
directed themselves to the needs of community life. Those 
evaluations made the necessity for modernization more ob­
vious to community leaders*
In th© late 1950*3, many religious communities under­
took an overall educational advancement program. This 
initiative was also prompted by the fact that many states 
refused to allow religious to teach without preparatory 
courses and certification (McAvoy, 1960:77)•
5With society moving in the direction of seculari­
zation, with a steadily decreasing laity, and with the 
Papacy’s realization of its detachment from church members, 
renei‘Xa'1 was deemed inevitable. Pope John XXIII, called 
for the Ecumenical Council in the early I960's . Th©
Second Vatican Council formulated decrees concerning many 
aspects of the Church. Primary changes were initiated in 
regard to celebration of Mass, distribution of sacraments 
and social priorities of the Church, Attention was given 
to religious life in ”The‘ Decree of' the Appropriate 
Renewal of the Religious Life5 (Abbott, 1966), In part, 
this decree states, that ”the manner of living, praying 
and working should be suitably adapted to the physical and 
psychological conditions of today’s religious. Successful 
renewal and proper adoption cannot b© achieved unless there 
is cooperation among all comm.un.ity members55 (p. 117).
Changes were recommended in all areas of Catholicism: 
(1) an increase of American cardinals in a European 
dominated hierarchy, (2) greater involvement of laity,
(3) a commitment to social problems such as civil rights, 
poverty and correctional ministry, and (Ip) the redefinition 
and renewal of religious communities to institute moderni­
zation. In regard to religious communities, Vatican II 
encouraged change from a generalized role to a specialized 
one, This called for concise definition and more formal­
ized role expectations* In summary, Vatican II saw
6institutionalisation of the democratic process, an in­
crease in the professiorialiaation of members and a return
to Gospel concept of authority (Kopp, 196?:153)•
In many communities of religious women, habits were 
no longer mandatory. Religious women were given the choice
to select their style of living (i.e. large community,
cloister, etc). In most instances, communities liberalised 
their educational goals and allowed the individual to 
choose th© area and degree of concentration. Thera was 
also an increased relaxation regarding personal and pro­
fessional associations and communication with persons out­
side the immediate community;' this allowed f o r •re-estab­
lishment of close familial ties and professional friend­
ships .
Not all these changes were- received with enthusiasm.
The initiation, discussion and implementation were individ­
ualized to each community. Vatican II did not issue, 
specifications to be followed, rather guidelines-. Secondly, 
community leaders (i.e. mother general and council) were 
required to evaluate the needs and temperament of their 
community and then set about to applicable modernization.
As Novak pointed out, "There were two cultures co-existing 
side by side in American life. One in which most sisters 
lived in family-centered, traditional stable, sheltered 
and relatively changeless. Th© second culture since
7World War II and especially sine© I960, is technical, 
mobile, pluralistic, and rest loss’5 (196?: 22)*
Vatican II, itself, was criticized for thrusting 
ligious communities out of their proper perspective 
(Cunneen, 1968:8}* It acted as a catalyst to evoke long 
awaited change * However, there was no overall common 
goal* Depending on th© particular community, some wont 
completely full circle to a secular life pattern, while 
others remained at least quasi-cloistered. Not all 
community leadership responded in a similar manner to the 
changes. And certainly, not all individuals and religious 
orders could absorb and utilize the property of change.
What occurred, in some communities was a confused, unstable 
and unsettling sense of change* Kopp felt that Vatican II 
had caused: (l) Democratic institutionalization whereby
voting on. issues by members was nonexistent, with chapter 
members and council retaining all power decisions, (2) There 
was continued, separation of management and labor, (3) There 
was maintained strict supervisory authority, (if.) Bureau­
cracy had the power to manipulate subordinates as before,
(5) There was an absence of communication, and there was
(6) excessive specialization of roles.
Kopp was critical of the fact that the communities, 
as well as bureaucracies, needed structural change * He 
saw the modernization process as relatively inevitable, 
but was committed to the failure of renewal by the Second
8Vatican Gouncil. nRenewa 1 can occup .if there is an in­
crease in democratization, decentralization, communication,
professionalization, collaboration and personalizationn 
(1967:160). These changes did create, dissension among 
community members. With the emphasis on the "complete 
person55 (McAllister, 1969), there were religious who 
possessed no degree of comfort with the practices of the 
modern Catholic Church, Many of these sisters elected 
to leave religious community life, rather than go through 
the adaptive process. In 1965, a decrease in the total 
membership of 2.3,100 was reported (Cunneen, 1968).
The Church, like all social institutions in its 
organisational strue furs, was pressed to redefine tradi~ 
t i on a 1 role relations (Augu s a , 1967 :li 0) . Th ©se re d of i - 
nitions could determine its future effectiveness or 
ineffectiveness in serving the religious members ana the 
laity.
CHAPTER II
ROLE DEVELOPMENT IN THE SISTERHOOD
The Second Vatican Council, by its decree set into 
motion changes which dramatically affected religious 
communities * Each community if as responsible for formula­
ting an individual program of renewal and redefinition.
The essence of the decree called for greater autonomy in 
religious orders. As the community looked towards itself, 
there emerged of the need for self development.
This meant a decisive change for religious life in so 
far as the needs of self were being given attention. 
Throughout Church history, religious were taught a "self- 
lessM quality to their life style and to place their 
personal needs behind all others. The Second Vatican 
Council proposed and set into motion numerous changes 
which affected the totality of religious life, in partic­
ular role development. As Kelly (1971f?6) noted in his 
study among Catholic priests, "rapid institutional change 
involves rapid role modifications for social positions in 
changing institutions.” Realising their responsibility 
and potential in the Church, religious men and women under-
9
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took arduous self study programs designed to evaluate and 
interpret, the implementation of change within their orders.
Religious women have certain expected behavior and 
rights which are perceived and transmitted from their 
community. Each sister lives within a structure that 
defines her area of behavior to fill the needs of that 
community. Thereby, the continuity of role performance 
enables effective), functioning of the structure*
Role behavior is carefully scrutinised and directed 
in a social structure* A role is formed by the structure, 
other members, a.nd the individual's self 'perception.
Mead (1934) saw role as concerned with interaction among 
individuals. Formulation of his ’’generalised other” act 
as a reference for the behavior of the individual. These 
attitudes of the generalized other are th© reflection of 
those groups with which the individual has contact. By 
assuming the attitudes, expectations and viewpoints of 
&5,gnificant others, the individua 1 develops a genara 1 ized 
other. This perception and expectation of a role will 
inf3-uence the subsequent behavior of the individual.
Antecedent to the Second Vatican Council the majority 
.of religious communities operated with clear and defined 
role expectations. Socialisation into religious life was 
structured to encompass the individual. ’’Socialisation 
prepares a person for more than performance.•.they are 
prepared for a whole system of cultural and social patterns
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that constitute a full time religious functionary”
(Fichter, 1961:90), This preparation extends over a 
length of time, enabling the individual growth and maturity 
within the system.
Every religious community agrees on the need of 
preparatory stages for service to acquaint, teach and re­
inforce expected behavior. Individual orders differ in 
their background, emphasis of apostolate and professional 
ability. In no other occupation are so many different 
aspects .of life bound together as objectives of training 
in the preparatory stages. (Fichter, 1961)*
With littlo variation, the preparatory stages are 
universal for religious women. Once the individual has 
made her decision to become a religious, sh© is -designated 
as an affiliate. Other than contact with the community 
and’ involvement in some community related work, no commit­
ment is expected during the affiliation. The majority of 
religious orders delay an applicant’s admission until she 
has reached the age of twenty; this enables the individual 
to develop some type of technical or educational training, 
provides a more mature individual and releases the order 
from some financial responsibility for education. The 
affiliate is given the freedom to choose her living situ­
ation, educational or technical emphasis and maintain 
private relationships. This primary stage, normally lasting 
one year, serves as the initiation period.
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Upon completion of this period, the young woman 
dec ides on the intensity of her commitment to religious 
life. Concurrently an admission committee from the 
community reviews the affiliate performance, results from 
psychological tests, adaptability to community life, and 
achievement. If their decision is positive and the indi­
vidual is certain of her vocation, she then proceeds to 
the level of postulant (also knovm as novice in some 
orders). The postul&ncy is now optional in most commu- 
nities, owing to a decrease in applicants and tin increase 
in the ago at entrance. This stage was designs! to serve 
as a contingent initiation period with direction toward 
education or technical training.
The next stag© is the novitiate, which normally is a 
three year period. During this time the woman becomes 
actively aware of her community, Church law and completes 
educational training. By Canon law, one of these years 
must be spent in deep theological study and is known as 
the iconoclastic year. The individual is allowed compre­
hensive meditation and self study. The period is culmi­
nated with acceptance of temporary vows.
The final formation stage is the juniorate, usually 
lasting two years. The individual has developed some 
professional capacity and has completed her education.
For the major porta on of the juniorate period, the woman 
lives in a structured community. Again, the individual
and the admission committee mutually evaluate the Intensity 
of commitment* If the decision is favorable, the woman 
profasses her vow3 before a full community and is formally 
accepted into the order *
The degree of formality, the quality of the socialisa­
tion process and whether this process occurs singularly or 
with. a group, is controlled by the. socializing agent 
(Brim, 1966:3^J * The socializing agent in religious 
communities for women is the mistress of novices. She is 
chosen from the community at large by the mother general 
on the basis of her coraraunicativ©, supportive and decision­
making ability. This woman is th© novices? direct contact 
with community and authority and has impact on their 
socialization. In recent years, her authority has been 
balanced by the flexible nature of the foliation period.
For' decadas in the twentieth century, the source of power 
in religious orders was the mistress of novices. Due to 
the struetur© of community, her position was one of intense 
control, influence and loyalty. The recent renewal and 
reorganization compounded by a decrease in entrants has 
lessoned the social control and prestige of this position.
Th© vows of religious are a form of committment and 
public admission of sacrifice. They-release the sister 
from material possessions and discipline hex4 against waste 
(poverty) professes a devotion to the service of her 
community, the work of the Church and the will of God
(obedience); and the individual loses her self and 
dedicates her .life' to a total unity with the spirit of 
Christ (chastity). Vows are no longer required for most 
religious and have been replaced by verbal promisee to 
the c OMnunity.
By adherence to the religious life, a woman becomes 
integrated into the system. Her whole person reflects 
the adaptation to the system and its effective socializa­
tion. Socialization occurs in two different aspects, as 
defined by Wheeler, role and status. In role socializa­
tion there is a training and preparation for performance 
of specific tasks. Status socialization' is a broader' 
pattern designed to prepare the recruit to occupy a gener­
alized status in life with its associated life style 
(p. 70). In the sisterhood with its pattern of community 
life, there is training to serve specific needs. Each 
sister is qualified to serve in a professional area, but 
has the flexibility to pursue personal interests..
There) is evidence to support that status socializa­
tion exists in the sisterhood. The preparatory period 
which sisters pass through helps to socialize the indi­
vidual into a fairly permanent life style. Bather than 
Intensification of training, this process is extended over 
a period, of years to enable individual development within 
a role.
Placing the aspiring sister in a situation which 
allows development of her potential and provides knowledge 
of the community enables dual aspects of socialization to 
occur. If socialization has been effective and complete, 
the woman will meet the expectations of the community 
while success fully meeting the demands of her role.
In his work, Asylums, Frying Goffman cited convents 
(i.e.- type of religious community) as an example of a 
total institution.51 The total institution is an all 
encompassing bureaucratic organisation which handles many 
needs of whole blocks of people. On initial contact, each 
member goes through a programming process. During this 
process, the member is made to break with the past, is 
dispossessed of all personal and identifying items (i.e. 
none, clothes, etc.), is divested of all autonomous and 
free actions, and is made to suffer invasion of "self 
terr 11or 1 es w (p. I*.8)■. However, G-offman1 s examp 1 es of 
communities were convents and monastaries which are more 
structured and cloistered in character than the majority 
of modern religious orders * He also failed to give 
attention to the fact that religious communities are volun­
tary and that any "mortification has always been done for 
thq sake of God" (Kopp, 1968:152.) *
Religious communities are self contained units which 
ax*© dependent on members for continuance. There are 
superiors who are dec.isior makers in a structured manner»
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Indj/gjjr).ua 111y is de-emphasized and communal rights are 
stressed* The socialisation process takes away a great 
deal of personalism and replaces if with a common quality. 
Members go through stages, which are designed to prepare 
them as effective religious*
William Goode examined th© community from a socio­
logical perspective (i960 : 19I4. 5 and his characteristics 
are descriptive of religious life* Members are bound with 
a common identity to a religion and type of service *
Passage into the order remains relatively terminal, 
despite a greater frequency of dispensations. Values, by 
process of socialisation and continued re inf ore emen t, are 
generally common* Roles and their expectations ar© 
determined by th© community members and ar© defined during 
the formation-period* There is a common language in re­
gards to varied terminology which has reference only to 
religious* The power of a community is in its unity 
rather than separation. Although certain members may 
have • higher status and prostig© in the group, no one per­
son holds exclusive authority. Through a continued process 
of soci al 1z & 11 on, the re i s a p r opaga t i on of vari ous a speets 
of the community that must be fostered for continuance. 
Trainees are-' screened and guided through the formative 
period by older community members.
Some researchers have likened the religious community 
to a family unit. This was noted in this discussion as
1?
having been defined by respondents in relation to commu­
nity. Fichter (1966:22-25) is one such theorist. The 
analogy is drawn based on mutual smallness, which allows 
for face-to-face relations, the sons© of solidarity and 
loyalty, the consensus of values and th© slowness of 
changing patterns. Fichter, as others, also points to 
the dissimilarities between community and family life.
The religious community is jjnisexgd.. with a wide variation 
in age. Unlike the family, membership is not permanent; 
there ar© formal rules governing behavior; membership is 
voluntary and social relations are -impersonal.
It can be theorized that th© need for security, 
stability and familiarity contribute .to the repeated 
usage of this analogy. Though numerous parallels are 
present, further analysis is required for an adequate under­
standing of the religious community.
As previously mentioned, th© community sustains the 
member by providing the framework in which to function.
There is no requirement of complete agreement on the part 
of the member, but there is a great measure of loyalty- 
based on control through its authority structure* This 
control, while often not clearly defined, is evident in 
community structure. There is an authority who provides 
the strength and direction of the group. However, in most 
religious communities, this authority does not overwhelm 
th© members, nor place dictatorial presence over them.
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Social control is effective only through self control, 
rather than the imposition of a particular set of values. 
Social control has ad on authority can cause frus bratIon 
if the individual has no decision making power, is intimi­
dated and creates both verbal and non-verbal .hostility 
(Fichter, 1966:1.5).
If communities are able to main toin & balance of 
power, open communication among members and a sense of 
'personalisation, then the ideal of self control is func­
tional, Membership in a community requires some degree of 
conformity, regardless of the type-of control (voluntary 
or imposed)*
Social conformity in any human group means 
no orderly conduct of affairs by the members
of an organisation who adhere to its neces­
sary regulations because they desir® to co­
operate harmoniously in forwarding the ends 
which, the group has in view and willingly 
recognize that to do this their own wishes 
muat be brought into' reasonable unison with 
the requirements of the group in action.
{Fiehtsr, 1966:16)
If there is a social conformity by group members, the
community can continue to function in a productive and
officlent manner,
Vatican II acted as a catalyst to community renewal 
and solidarity* Through its efforts, religious members 
were required to take inventory of their needs, motivations 
and objectives* Each separate community, with regard to
its own character, formulated an individual plan of re­
newal. It is a commonplace expectation that the religious 
community will develop- to a high degree the solidarity 
or cohesion which supposedly characterises Christians as 
a group. To achieve this solidarity members must be clear 
in their role definitions and expectations, have a. com­
fortable role position and maintain an open and operative 
•relationship with the community.
Gosmumity does hold great irap^ nrtance to the individ­
ual religious member, their establishment of values and 
subsequently their self ^ concepts. Despite the supportive 
nature of community life expressed in this study and 
reflected in available literature, not all religious view 
community life in a positive manner. In fact, for many, 
religious life is not the ideal. "In 1968, there were 
l80', 000 religious women in the United States, as opposed 
to the 250,000 during the 19^0*s; and in 197lt there were 
1110,000” (Borr omeo, 197il) •
Previous to Vatican II and the changes brought about 
by its decree, there-was a uniform set of role definitions 
and expectations for each religious community. These were 
reinforced by community members and the Church strueture. 
During the socialisation process, total attention was 
directed to roj^ac-o-eptence, with occupational role in a
secondary position.   _— .
2 0
Each group has specific needs to maintain itself and 
these are completed through the diverse role of its 
members * If the role is clearly defined, with specific 
responsibilities and limitations, the individual may better 
undopstand her expected role behavior* Vita11y important 
to successful role development is the indiv1dua1 *s. ro1e 
perceptip n • Getzels (195l{-) cited the importance of the 
personality and discussed the needs of the individual as 
the basis for role perception (p* 6lp) .
What is crucial in role_^ar.aexi£l&n» • d©ve 1 opment and 
Y b [ e ^  satisfaction is the inddLvidpa.l-is concepto Th€5 indi-
vididualTs ability to-find and integrate a set of values 
fosters cyrstallisation of a self image * The strength 
and durability of the self image will be determinants in. 
the personal self environment * Theorists differ on the 
development of the self image and rolo* ”Gerth and 
Parsons believe self image develops and becomes the basis 
for accepting or _re;iectin ft.ro 1 e.s», while Goffman assumes 
that with the correspondence of self image and role, a 
s el f is • taken on as .jurole11 (He ino, 19?1j88) * G of f man f s 
theory continues to show that the individual is an actor 
•playing to an audience, with different faces for different 
.roles. He sees the individual as having role sets, not 
single roles *
Basic to all individuals is a personal self image*
Its progression begins from the initial moment of human
21
contact during infancy. A parson’s is molded
matures and even altars during a lifetime through inter-
 __ As Gerth and Parsons theorised, the self image
determines the acceptance or rejection of roles,. It is 
t *?*>©, as Geffman presents, that each individual may have 
several roles to fill which require a different ”f acen. 
The individual’s s_®lf concept will n.otb^chan*se~Mi.th each 
rola, but rather tho image presented changes.
Hole development is interpreted and defined through 
socialization to each individual. As Goffman states, 
’’role is the basic unit of socialisation. It is through
roles that tasks in society are allocated and.arrange­
ments made to enforce their performance” (p. 80}e For 
re.lxgi.xms, role development is seen in relationship to 
their_community association and further commitment. While 
professional roles are important, it is the role as 
religious that holds importance in this study
CHAPTER III
DATA AND METHODS
There have been relatively few studies of religious 
communities» Two worth noting are the Schcerherr and 
Greeley (19714.) study which attempted to analyze the degree 
of role commitment and -the McAllister (19&9) study on 
resolution of conflict*. In these studies there is a dis­
cussion, whether apparent or underlying, on causation of 
separation from the community. In many of these studies, 
there is frequently a lack of statistical data, an all 
male sample and absence of detail in the description of 
attitudes and the form of community.
This study was designed to analyze role satisfaction 
and explore the possible dependent relationships with 
certain variables. In an attempt to discover factors which 
might account for variance in role satisfaction, age 
related variables were included in th© -research. The latter 
were broken down into three measures® present age, age of 
entrance into novitiate, and number of years of service*
It was expected that the older the sister in age, the more
To dotormi.no whether present age or length of individual 
service In a particular role might have differential effects 
upon the degree of satisfaction expressed, both, variables 
were used. Separate attention was given to those women 
entering the novitiate prior to and .after the Second 
Vatican Council convened* Those Joining the novitiate 
after 1962, it was believed*, would hold less traditional
attitudes toward the Church and toward their role as a 
sister. This would lead to a high expression of role sat 
iefaetion since there is less experience- with, change in 
role clefinition s .
Another exogenous variable which was included in this 
study is that of education. It was expected that individ­
uals with' higher levels of edue a fc1on attainment would 
consider a particular^ career choice more carefully and give 
greater consideration to entering a religious community. 
This would lead to a higher role satisfaction among the 
committed women.
As previously discussed, the individual development 
of aelf^value affects the degijee of ro 1 q sa11 sfeet; 1 on«
Self-value is a combination of several factors: how others
view us* how we see_jothers_ view of ourselves , the imp or-
tance_of-^te'fe^vi.afeL^ and_ho w—w-e— giie ourc e 1 ves .
In Schmitts1s study on role change (1966), he stated 
that the ?htelf is a complex of rof 1 exive attltudes that
in the process of social 5. sat ion.*.the s'© attitudes are
seen in the primary self, which is an \anconcious part of 
the self and in the secondary self where a conscious set 
of attitudes are in operation” (p. 312)* Further, Schmitt 
seas the self concept as dependent on the xple, .ch&ng&s an 
individual has gone through. In his study, using role 
change as the independent variable and self change as the 
dependent variable* he found that .self cpncopLfc_chanepas to. 
B o rn e degree.with role, though not significantly®
As self value increases , it would seem, to follow that 
tha leve.l of role, satisfaction should Increase. Hole 
saMs.fmation is defined as the degree of comfort an lndi~_ 
vi dual, has w 1 thja. . y art 1 o ular posit ion. In this study, it 
was felt that there is a relationship as to how .the indi~ 
vicinal. perceives herself and her degree of role satis-- 
.faction*
Kolly hypothesised that present degree of acceptance 
of traditional attitudes by the priest, and his degree .of 
e x p e o  tahlpn of a traditional role would, be positively 
corre^ahed^ith_puep@nji_i.a.tls£aat..l0ri (p. 79)* Kelly argued 
that priests with traditional atfitudos and „role_eogcse_ tac­
tions would be more satisfied because h „.it would seem 
that these would be priests who had Insulated themselves 
from the reformist fronds emanating from the Second 
■Vatican Council and hava likely found reinforcement from 
8xi outspoken traditional group of church, members and 
authorities” (p. 79)• Measures of both traditional Oi + R £•
mine whether the types of relationships that Kelly found 
existing b e W e e n  one's attitude toward the Church and his 
role within it holds for Catholic women as wo11.
Whether the rationale is as Kelly suggests or whether the 
higher level of satisfaction may be due to attempts to 
resolve the dissonance by "convincing on©1 s self,f that 
the role is, in fact more satisfying than may be the case, 
the relationship between traditional orientations and role
t"""" ’ ~~ : ~
satisfaction would remain positive*
THE SAMPLE
The Sisters of Charity of St* Vincent de. Paul of 
Greens-burg, Pennsylvania, were selected as the population 
of this study* This religious order was established in 
1614.3 to work in education* Since that time* the major 
apes tolato has remained ia the field of education* with 
emphasis, on the development of secondary and college 
programs 0 There are additional, members of the community 
who are active in related fields such as administration, 
social service and nursing* Tha other established and 
maintains a liberal arts college, while providing staff 
for elementary and secondary schools, operates a full 
nursing home for the aged members of the community and 
provides a day care and nursery* While the bulk of the 
community1s population is in western Pennsylvania, the 
order has a mission in Seoul, Korea*
This community consists of 660 women, ranging in age 
from 20 to 96® A sample of 6k sisters was randomly .selec­
ted * stratifying only on age to insure adequate represen­
tation of individuals in all age groups * A census list of 
all 31stera was used to select an approximate 10 percent 
sample of the total population* Of the 6i|. sisters selec­
ted the- median age is I4.3 ‘ years : the youngest being 23
tho oldest, 66* In the sample population, I4.6 perceive of the* 
sisters were between the age a of 31 and 50 , v;b.inc is most
repres en t a tivs of the age distribution of roligious women 
in n1 1 orders today* Fourteen percent of the sample is 
under the ago of jO, J4.0 percent over 501 these figures 
being fairly representative*
The - median length of service for sisters in the 
sample is 2/4.*9 years* Over half the sample, 56 percent* 
hare been members less than 30 years* In relationship to 
other' religious communities of comparable sisse, this 
distribution is considered average* The majority of 
religions women today have boon members of a community for 
20 to k0 years * The number of women who have been members 
for leas* than 10 years continues to decrease, while the 
number of individuals who pasws I4.O y*>&rs of service is 
increasing* It is obvious that religious life does not 
attract the number of young women that it one'© did*
There was little variation in -the sample -with regard 
to tha level .of educational attainment* Of tho 6ij.. in '.the 
sample: five sisters have earned doctorates, fifty-
three master1s degrees, and four nod bachelor?s degrees* 
Two sistors who ware registered nurses were also included* 
This is proportional to the entire population®
There was relatively little variation in occupational 
roles of the members of the sample, I4.3 were working in 
the field of education, and of the remaining 21 sisters.
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three were in social service, five in nursing and two in 
administr&tivo positions* This again was in proportion 
to the total population.
Da ta for this study were collected by means of -a 
pj£jr£LO&sbl:— faitarvjhew* and- wr 111 ©n qt:© s t i. onna 1 re * P r e v ious 
to administering tho questionnalre to tho- \;est sample, 
there was a pretest on a group of 10 religious women from 
the Sisters of Mercy 5n WiXliaivUuirg, Virginia* An item 
analysis was run, the scales attained a reliability of 
.8O' or higher.
All those individuals contacted for participation in 
this study consented to be included. The interview was 
conducted with each participant after completion of the 
written questionnaire* Those results have been incorpora­
ted into the discussion, A sample of interview questions 
and the questionnaire are contained in the Appendix.
The queationnalre was divided into two parts s the 
first concerns questions about the respondent5s age, level 
of education, length of service to the order, occupational 
role, and the age of entrance into the novitiate; the 
second wa.B designed to obtain information on other vari­
ables in the study including traditional orientation, 
polo expectation, self-esteem and role satisfaction.
OPERATIONAL MEASURES
Four separate inter-item and item to scale corre­
lations wore used to measure variables in this study.
They included: traditional orientation, role expectation,
aelf-asfceom and role satisfaction#
L  .Traditional orientation. A series of 15 state­
ments were presented to the sisters to determine.the extent 
to which they possessed a traditional orientation toward 
the Catholic Church and religious U f a  in general. This 
scale wa.P originally developed by Goi^olmere in his book,
An Analysis. erf H©JJ.j^ious Life {I96I4.) * (Median - I4.7.?2, 
range 30-6?, standard deviation = 9 *6k, reliability = ^6I4,) 
2, Role expectation, A 16 statement Llkert scale 
developed by Lewis (1965) was employed to debermine the 
extent to which, the sisters expected a traditional role 
for thornsolres in the Church* (-Median = 52,16, range 
38-73« standard deviation ~ 8 ,14.2 , reliability - *86)
3® Self-esteem* A aeries of nine statements dealing 
with one vs attitudes toward the self were presented to the 
s5,sters* They wars asked to indicate the extent to which 
each statement was true for them personally* This scale 
was developed by B« X** Kahn (196)4.) • (Median - 21*03, 
range 16-26, standard deviation = 2’.32, reliability .80) 
k# Role satisfaction* The measure of our dependant 
variable was derived'from a six-item scale developed by
29
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Jerald Bachman (196?). There was slight word change to 
make the statements more directly applicable to religious 
life, {Median = 27*19, range 21-30, standard deviation = 
2*39, reliability = .81)
In summary, it was expected that the degree of role 
satisfajDtion an individual reflected, would be poailively __ 
dependent, on the level of self-ooteeia, traditional orionta* 
tion,- and role expectations. This, in part, is what Kelly 
(1971) found in his work® He focused on the variables 
that ha determined most influential in relation to the 
satisfaction the individual finds in the exercise of their 
role at present. This is the strongest area of similarity 
between his work and this study.
CHAPTER IV
THE FINDINGS
In designing this study, positive correlations between 
role satisfaction and each of the test variables was ex­
pected . Independent variables were included which.were 
felt to have an influence on the present roX©' satisfaction. 
These variables were: age, education, years of service,
novitiate entrance age, self-esteem, -traditional orienta­
tion and role expectation* While the correlations among     '»r,i »
Independent and dependent__variab 1 es were positive, except ^
for self-esteem, they wore very low * (Table* 1 shows the 
Intereorrslations of ail the variables, included,,} They 
account for very little of the variance of role satisfac- 
tion*
Self-esteem and role satisfaction were expected to 
show a positive correlation and did not, However, the 
relationship was only slight ami in the opposite direction 
Cr ~ ~0*068), This is a consistent finding in regard to 
correlations between self-esteem and other variables (the 
strongest correlation is with r-radi.tiopsH orientation,
,2- V" ;
r - *252), This would suggest that the variable might not 
have any significant relationship with those variables or
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that the measure was unable to reflect self-esteem in a 
religious community* Further testing may show that it is 
'not representative oi: religious communities.*
While the correlation between entrance age and role 
satisfaction was in the predicted direction, it was not 
significant (r *05i). Kelly found that the seminary 
entrance for nr1 fistn was nofs-atJ v.e'iy norrel a ted wl th
present satisfaction (r ~ -.218'). The novitiate entrance 
age for sisters in this study d i d .no c reveal this *
It was decided to separate those individuals who 
entered the order prior to 1962 and those who entered 
after that time* This was done to see If thore was a 
measurable difference in the level of role satisfaction 
expressed by respondents * Table 2 .(page 3k) presents mean 
scores for traditional orientation, role expectation and 
role satisfaction by comparison of those entering the 
community before and after 1962* Those sisters who joined 
the order prior to 1962 expressed a higher level of 
traditional, orientation and role expectations * There u&s 
no appreciable difference in tho degree of role sablefac- 
tion between these two groups.* A key factor to be con­
sidered in regard to the high correlations between the 
variables of traditional orientation, role expectations 
and age, years of service is the Impact of Vatican II* 
Through this Council’s decrees changes did occur which 
have created a varied environment for religious life * The
31?
waxen entering the order after 1962 should subscribe lass 
to a traditiona 1 .orlimJbation and to the role expectation* 
The data reflects this•
i'a ole KEAN SCORES FOR TRADITIONAL ORIENTATION, 
ROLE .EXPECTATION, AND ROLE SATISFACTION 
FOR SISTERS ENTERING THE NOVITIATE BEFORE 
AND AFTER THE CONVENING OF VATICAN II IN 
1962 *
Mean:
a nab le
Trad iticnal 
Orientation
Role
E.rpec ration
): o j.
Satisfaclion
'Entering
Before 1962
Os * 51)
5.9.59
\
55.3 3* 9
Entering
After 1962 
(n - 13)
,6,62
2?,10
A? ,23
27.SU
U.Q1 +
2 *I|.0 + +
-0*59
•Hligher scores represent higher level of traditional 
orientation, no re traditional role expectation* and 
hi ghs r ro 1 e a ?. ■-*5 a f o t xon respect irely *
a p ,001s, di - 62 ftwo-tailed)
■m - ;pp * 02  ^ df = 62 (two tailed)
Education, thought to bo a significant determinant 
in role satisfaction, showed little correlation (r = «1>0) 
Of the sample, only i'oar respondents.has a B.A. or below, 
with tha rest having earned advanced degrees* There was
*L
l:-ttlo variation in the sample*
Chi square analysis was run between variables., it 
did, pot; reveal significant relationships between role 
Satisfaction and the variables of age and years of service 
However, Table 3 and Table I4. (page 36) show some note­
worthy patterns.
Table 3 CONTINGENCY TABLE? AGE AND
ROLE SATISFACTION
Ms.
Role
Satisfaction 22-38 39-55 56-71 .72-88
21-27
25-28
29-30
I
13
7
21
2
17
o
25
1
5
6
12
0
.1
5
6
33
o '7 C, I
63
Table k CONTINGENCY TABLE: YEARS OP
MEMBERSHIP AND ROLE SATISFACTION
Role 
Satisfaction
1 2 1 h
18 11 k 33
8 10 9 2.7
27 23 61l
Examining Table llj>/hich ilTua fcratet the relationship be­
tween age and role satisfaction* it was interesting to 
find that^of 16 sisters who wore j6 years of age or older, 
11 expressed tho highest levels of^role satisfaction 
(©coring 29 or better), In Table 111, scores e£ role 
satisfaction were very high for nine of the lit sisters who 
have served for longer than I4.0 • years . A similar pattern 
was found in the relationship between the traditional 
orientation variable and role satisfaction score. Eighteen 
s is t«.r-s reap on a ad in the highest level on traditional 
orientation {X ~ if?.72) and nine of these also expressed 
the highest level of role satisfaction*
As illustrated in Table 1 (page 32), there was a 
strong correlation between years of sorer ice and age (r ~
.95?)• This was the highest correlation between any
21-2!*
25-26
29-30
Years of Membership
1-20 2X4i0 !*1~6 0
variables in this study. The number of years the sister 
has been with the community the more likely she is to be 
older in age. The 1ength of service showed 9 more 
significant correlation with traditional orientation (r ~ 
♦661) and role expectation (r - .608)« This meant that 
the longer a sister has been in the community* the more 
traditional in orientation were her values and the more 
traditional her role expectations.
A multiple regression analysis was run to examine tlia . 
amount of _ o v s,rH&n.pTin g .. .in flu one a the independent variables 
might share in their explanation of the variance in role 
satisfaction* It is presented in Table 5 (page 38). The 
amount of variance expla i n e d .in role ‘satisfaction by all 
the variables was small* at only 6 percent. It ahould 
b© noted that1 smaXL^aaiaplu else relative to the number of 
independent variables renders interpretation of Beta 
Coefficients problematic,. The regression analysis is 
considered exploratory in this study.
While the effects of these independent variables 
were generally saa]l, the years of service showed great 
impact. Th© negative Beta^for age appear to be incon* 
sis ton t w 1t Ii _-axpeo ted results and with .previous data . Th® 
negative sign for age is likely attributable to irmlti- 
collinearity with years of service (r + .957)* Findings 
showed that the variable of years in service' was an inter­
esting ona and a separate regression was run. removing ago
variable* This had little effect on .the amount of 
variance that could fee explained or on the amount of 
variance attributable to years of membership.
Table 5
MULTIPLE RECrBESSXGIf ANALYSIS FOR ROLE SATISFACTION
Kola Satisfaction
Variable
Age
Education
Years of Service
Novitiate Entrance 
Ags
Self Esteem
Traditional
Orientation
Role Expectation
SlmoXe r Standardized Beta
0,137
Q «150
0.153
0.051
*0*088
O.H4.3
0 ,12?
*0,665 
0,119
0,707
0,152
*0.099
0.056
0.007
If. = Variance = ,
There ia strong correlation indicated between 
traditional orientation and role expectation (r = ,82?)#
The mono traditional the individualfs orientation to Church 
teachings, the stronger her agreement will be to tradi­
tional role ex^ec^ations* As previously noted, these two 
variables were highly correlated with age and yeans o.f
service* In Kelly's study, he found that the degree of 
traditional attitudes and role expectations prior to the
time or ordination were significantly correlated with 
present degree of satisfaction* This study was concepiioa 
only with present'satisfaction and attitudes»
Role ei p ectation held high correlations with age, 
years of s e rvic e an d trad i. t x on a 1 orientation * 11 ha d
been predicted that the m ore traditional In expectation 
the individual was, the greater her role satisfaction 
would be* The correlation between these two variables 
(p - .12?) did not show this to be - true* Consideration 
was then given to role expectation as a dependent variable, 
with role satisfaction and all others- as dependent vari­
ables * One's expectation concerning a role could toe 
dependent on how satisfied she was with th© role, when the 
role had been assumed, the length of role occupancy,, etc. 
There was the possibility of a reciprocating nature ex- 
ib ting betwean role ©xpec tatione and ro1© satisfaction * 
Review of the aero ordor correlations between role expec­
tations and all variables (Table 1) shows the existence 
of some strong relationship;? with age, years of service, 
and traditional orientation * Overall the relationships^ JX 
were .greater among these variables than they were with 
role _8 at i ataatipn *
kQ
Since role ex showed interesting and i\nex*
pec ted correlations, a regression analysis was run with 
all variables against it„ This is shown in Table 6 *
Tab1e 6
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR ROLE EXPECTATION
Role Expectation
Variables
Age
Education
Years of Service
Noaitlate Entrance 
Age
Self Esteem
Traditional
Orientation
Role Satisfaction
Simple r Standardised Beta
0.61f.9
0,23k
0.608
0,23k
•0,120
0 .82?
0 ,12?
0.26)1 
0 « onU- 
>0.209
0.12li 
0.0 88
0 , S 02 
0,002
H = ,860 Varj ance 739
On the basis of the -independent measures, ip was 
possible to account for nearly 7k percent of the variance 
in role expectations, The older the sister is, the longer 
eomi/ronity membership and the more traditional orientation
she expresses, tho more traditional her role expectations
concerning the sisterhood are likely to he. The level of 
role satisfaction accounts for very little variance in role 
expoc ta.tl.on s *
In summary, the variable of role satisfaction as 
designed for this study did not show itself to he the 
dependent factor as predicted. While there were some 
interesting relationships between role satisfaction, role 
expectation, age and years of service, th© correlations
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
The results in this study were disappointing with 
regard to role satisfaction as a dependent variable* 
Inclusion of variables of age, years' of membership, edu­
cation and measures of traditional orientation toward the 
Catholic Church, role expectations and self-esteem failed 
to show significant relationships., Certainly, the 
easiest explanation that could be offered would be the 
possibility that the scales used did not successfully 
measure the variables* Ho one scale for the variables of 
role satisfaction j, self -os teem, role expectation or fra-
j
ditional orientation was found that had been previously 
tested on religious women« Tho scales used had been 
tested on samples of religious men* Tho scales used had 
been tested on samples of priests or with the exceptions 
of Bachman *s role satisfaction scale and Kahn?s self- 
esteem measurement had been proven valid on a general 
range of occupations»
However, reexamination- of the data, results of 
•personal .interviews and more' careful study of religious 
life revoaled many distinctive factors *
Religious women have role sots,, They are subordinates 
in relation to the general council, members of a peer group, 
a member of a Church, a family member, a professional, 
person, etc* Their level of self esteem should reflect 
the degree of competency they feel has been achieved in a 
particular area * In this study, the self esteem scale 
was designed to measure the self value of the respondent 
as a female person. During personal interviews hold at 
the time the questionnaire was administered, each subject 
was"' asked:
In defining yourself which of 'th© following 
do you foci is your most important role?
A. Member of a religious community
B« A woman
C. Present occupational role 
D« Member of the Catholic Church
Thirty-eight respondents answered as a woman; Ip said a 
member of tho Catholic Church; and on© respondent felt 
their occupational role*
The relevance of this is that the study was designed 
to analyse individual * s role satisfaction as a member of 
a religious community• As indicated earlier, the mean 
score for role satisfaction was high, but only average for 
self estesrm While an individual seemed very satisfied 
with herself as a. religious, she did not carry this esti­
mation to her self value®
}.!«S^ i1'
In other words, it may have been an error to assume 
that a positive relationship would exist between these two 
variables - Owing to the uniqueness of religious life, 
the socialization process and tho internal changes, reli­
gious women have varied opinions of their role and self* 
The socialization process each applicant passes 
through prepares them for the needs of religious life*
If they mature and develop as a person it is a secondary 
result of this socialization* The primary aim is to pre­
pare and.integrate the individual into the religious 
community and enable them to make a commitment to the 
same* !,The socialization process functions to develop an 
individual who is capable of coping with the requirements 
and pressures of everyday living” (Kennedy, and Kerber,
1973:U3)• In -reference to the requirements and pressure 
this is applicable to religious life socialisation in re­
gard to everyday life as a religious*
Religions have a high regard and dependency on their 
community life. To a member, community is the essence of 
Christian life. In the personal interviews held during 
this study, individuals were asked, to "define community,, 
as it applies to religious life”* Seventy percent re­
sponded with statements that saw community as a group of 
persons that are ccmmited to similar goals and live in a 
supportive manner. Of note was the fact th&\ 114. percent 
d v  cornu a ring community t o  a family,
i s *
)l bn-'
There is another factor to consider in role satis­
faction* It is possible for individuals to express satis­
faction in a role through a phenomenon called cognitive 
dissonance* According to Pestinger (1957 2 3)> the exis­
tence of dissonance, being psychologically uncomfortable, 
will motivate the person to try and reduce the dissonance 
and achieve consonance. When dissonance is present,- in 
addition to trying to reduce it, the person will actively 
avoid situations and information which would likely 
increase the dissonance. To resolve such dissonance, a 
sister could ignore all new information on Church practices 
and expectations and maintain her traditional outlook,, or 
alter her behavior and expectations to conform to the set 
siandard *
Some religious women who are in disagreement with 
tksir community and Church practices have chosen to leave. 
Many of those remaining have reduced dissonance by retain­
ing the formal prayer schedule, family visiting and occu­
pational involvement. While some of these sisters have 
adopted a modified habit, many still wear the traditional 
clothing. They tend to be cohesive within the total 
community, forming their own subgroup, but asserting 
little control.
Those religious women who chose resolution of the 
dissonance within the community' found that the life no 
longer offered the stability and security as it did at
14-6
entrance. "The sister is not -in the .same organization 
she entered and obedience is not the same pattern as she 
knew as a novice taking vows” (Kopp, 1965*156).
With few exceptions the sample used in this study 
reflected high role satisfaction. Yet correlations be­
tween role satisfaction., traditional orientation and role 
expectations were not signifleant * It is possible using 
cognitive dissonance to express satisfaction with, role, 
basing this on only new teachings, completely ignoring all 
previous teachings. By avoiding any traditional beliefs 
and expectations, conflict is resolved or lessoned. 
Supportive evidence of this is seen in one respondent 
from the sample, known as Respondent A. She is US years 
of age, a member of the community for 22 years and a 
teacher with a Masters in Education. She had an average 
score on the traditional orientation measure (It?);, a 
low score on role expectation ik.%) % an average score on 
self esteem (21); and a very high score on role satisfac­
tion (30)♦ Her average and low score on traditional 
orientation and role expectation, respectively, reflected 
traditional beliefs in this regard. During interviews, 
she expressed her disagreement with governing members of 
the community and felt excluded from community life. Her 
score on self esteem supported these low feelings of self 
worth. She also indicated no intention to leave the 
community, adding she had thought about it several years
k7
ago. And yot, despite many misgiving with, religious 
life, she scored a high role satisfaction.
Similarly during personal interviews these women 
■were asked to explain, "What the most valuable change has 
beon in their community?” and "What the least valuable 
change had been?". (Fifty-eight percent-responded that the 
most valuable change in the community had been their free­
dom of choice to decide such things as prayer life, career, 
emphasis, dress j and living arrangements * Sixby~four per- * 
cent of th© subjects felt that there was no "least valu­
able change", believing that all had been necessary. Inter 
views revealed that sisters felt the order was .responsive 
to members1 needs but not moving fast -enough with some 
changes.
In the last decade, along with the changes resulting 
from the Second Vatican Council, there has also been a 
great deal of attention on womenf a awareness* During the 
course of the personal interviews, not only did these 
subjects identify themselves as women first, but they also 
talked for the need of greater recognition within the 
Church structure. They saw their order as more responsive 
to their needs, while the Church, they felt, had made no 
great concessions. Their observation in regard to the 
role of women is correct. A1though the Catholic Church 
has undergone many changes in practices and inclusion of 
laity, thay have done little to modify the basic structure,
ii 8
which, leaves all authority to men. Womon have made
strides^by moving into previous priestly positions, such 
•as pastoral assignments and administrators, but their 
numbers are few.
The religious woman today is still engaged in tra­
ditional roles? such as educators, nurses, and social 
service,. In those rol.es, as the outward- image of reli­
gious women changes, they are finding greater freedom 
and creativity#
Women in this study did separate their position as -a_ 
re 1 igipus_from their* sex identity# Their woraanness was 
important to them and, as noted, was stressed during 
interviews* This study saw general dissatisfaction with 
self-J.magejwdiile high role satisfaction* The extent that 
womenl3^&w&st©ness may have been an influencing factor in 
this study would be difficult to measure* But it seems 
to have been of relative importance to the respondents*
IMPLICATIONS
This study- attempted to analyse role satisfaction in 
a religious community of women• Though a high level of 
role satisfaction was reflected from the sample* there was. 
an inability to explain the variance through the indepen­
dent variables. Sisters who had served longer revealed a 
high level of satisfaction®
Those sisters who joined the community prior to 1962 
showed higher traditional orientation. It is possible 
,'that those scores reflect true feelings or may b© caused 
by c o gn i 11 vo d i s s onanc.e * The 5.r s.cores on self e s t a era 
varied too much to make any generalisation. These are the 
women who w ould li§y8_^jrpB.riB.n.cuiii^a_great degree of change 
in their community life and in role. exp.e.c ta t i ons , both 
personal and community.
Another possibility to consider was a suggestion mad.© 
when a summary of this study was delivered at the Thirty- 
Eighth Annual Meeting of the Southern Sociological Society 
in 1975* It was suggested that perhaps the measure of 
role satisfaction was not appropriate -for a religions 
’ community and further testing might prove this true.
Henry Kelly (1971} attempted to determine the impact 
of institutional change upon the level of satisfaction ex- 
p,'jass^ 4-^ 4*~fey-~-C.at^oli0 Priests lly's framswork was used
here, in part, as a guide in the present study of Catholic
!p9
5o
sisters; however, no attempt was made to replicate his 
work® In his study, Kelly had asked the priests to indi­
cate their present'level of satisfaction by responding to 
a series of 28 statements and to indicate their level of 
satisfaction prior to ordination by responding to 20 
statements concerning their role expectations before they 
were ordained (p. 80). Asking individuals their expecta­
tions on a particular role many years after incumbency in 
that role, can result in a distorted view® Individuals 
may report initial and present role expectations that are 
in agreement to avoid feelings of discomfort or of unful­
filled expectations* These methodological difficulties 
were circumvented in this study by taking a level of role 
satisfaction expressed by religious women in community 
at one point in time —  the present®
Variables included in this study such as traditional 
orientation and role expectations had been significantly 
correlated in Kelly*s study of priests. These may not be 
as high between religious women and further study may 
indicate such®
In designing this study, it appears possible that the 
'changing role of. women and the public awareness of such had 
impact on the respondents• This factor, the role of women, 
may hold significance in future research and would be recom­
mended for similar type research.
As an exploratory study, this research attempted to 
analyze role satisfaction, and based on existing research 
predicted possible relationships. While the findings fell 
short of expectations, they did reveal interesting rela­
tionships ♦ The role of ..religious women, since the Second 
J^ aiiija.an...,CljQwc iI, has beenJLn a-jg.tate of flux. Changes 
have been set in motion that are far-reaching and will 
prove significant in the future® It would be hoped that 
this study might serve as a basis for further r./search 
with religious women, with possible .©mpha'sid "centering on 
development of self image through religious life®
[wjliian.
APPENDIX A
TRADITIONAL ORIENTATION
RESPONSES 3
A, strongly agree 
B* agree
G . undecided
D. disagree
E. strongly disagree
L  Celibate life is the only possible one for religious *
2* Lega lisat5.on of abortion is a mistake.
3* Birth control by artificial moans la wrong*
lu Women should not serve as priests.
5* The Catholic Church in the cue true Churcha
6. Mass needs to be formal and’structured.
7* Only an ordained priest should serve communion.
8* Life after death is more important than this life*
9* All laws of the Church must be observed»
10. All religious should live in community.
.11« Associations between religious men and women should
be limited to a professional basis *
12. Abstaining, from meat on Friday should, be continued*
13- Celebration of the Mass in English was a necessary
change.
goJ C~
T
TRADITIONAL ORIENTATION (continued)
Daily attendance at Maas is necessary for all religious. 
15« There is a need for corarannal penance.
APPENDIX B
ROLE EXPECTATIONS
RESPONSES;
A, strongly agree
B . agree
C. undecided
D* disagree
E. strongly disagree
1* Sisters should follow all demands made of them by
the council and the mother general*
2. Sisters should have limited associations with persons 
outside the community.
\
3. Sisters should remain neutral in all matters not 
directly concerning the community*
k, Sis tors should live in largo? structure community.
L S l a t e r s  should have the freedom to choose their 
individual living situation*.
6. Sisters shotild resolve personal problems only with 
the help of other community members,
7* Sisters should maintain a definite and constant 
schedule of prayer*
5. Sisters should havo the freedom to decide their
schedule of prayer.
9. Sisters should maintain few family ties*
10. Sisters should be assigned to position of work.
11. Sisters should bo-given the opportunity fco choose
the o one an tra t i on and position of their work.
5h
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HOLE EXPECTATIONS (continued)
12• Sisters should place community needs above individual 
needs,
13* Sisters should support the Church on all issues.
lij,. Sisters should have the freedom in selecting their 
styla of dress *
15* Sisters should have a formation period with definite
structure and formal stages,
-16*' Sisters should have a formation period that is
flexible enough to meet the needs of the individual•
APPENDIX G
BBSPONSES
ROLE SATISFACTION
k* aliaost always true
B. often true
0 . & one t ime s true
D, seldom true 
E* never true 
L  I generally feel in good spirits.
2. I am very satisfied with my life as a religious.
3 . 1 find a good deal of happiness in life as a religious
If. I enjoy my daily life*
5. The life style that I have chosen gives me a great 
deal of satisfaction.
6, I am content to continue as a religious *
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APPENDIX D 
SELF-ESTEEM
R E S P O N S E S :
A* almost always true 
B, often true 
0* sometimes true 
D» seldom true 
H* never true
1. T feel that I have a number of good qualities *
oC, * T■*. am attlo to do things as well as most other people*
3* TX feel that I clo not have much to be proud of*
5 ;l'b ■> I +•■ .-3 )rx» a positive attitude toward myself.
sV * S (Jim times I think I am no good at all.
6 V;» I am a useful person to have around»
*~sf * I fesl that I c an * t do anything right*
rv
0. When I do a job, I do it well.
O V * 1 feel that my life is not very' useful*
APPENDIX E
PERSONAL INTERVIEW
1. Present age
2* What is your present position?
3* How long have you been in it?
lu What type of schools did you attend prior to your
entrance- in this order?
S» What is your highest level of education?
.6* In what fields?
7. At what age did you join the order?
6* In'uhat year?
9. Whon did you decide that you wanted to be a sister?
10c What or whom do you feel was the greatest influence in
your dec Ision to join a religious order?
11c Why did you join this particular order above the others?
12- Did you feel that you have to undergo any adjustment
in entering the religious life?
13 . What. wa s the mo 31 d i f f :1 c ul t a d jus tmen t ?
ll|.* How many years after joining the order did you take
final vows?
3•A* Is there any other areas, other than your present 
position that yon feel would bo attractive to work in?
.6, How would yon define community as if applies to your
i •*r> - » '?..L ii « i
OR
PERSONAL INTERVIEW (continued)
I?*. Is there any way in which you feel that your com­
munity has failed to meet your expectations?
18• Do you feel that enough .attention is given to your 
•individual needs by the community?
19* Bo you feel religious life has been satisfying for
you ?.
20, Do you feel you have been successful in religious 
life?
21„ Do you feel there is a need for change In your com­
munity? How?
22, What do you feel has. been the .most valuable change 
in your order?
23* What? if any, do you feel has been the least valuable 
change in your order since joining?
214.*. In defining yourself, which of the following do you 
feel is your most important role?
A* member of a religious community
B, as a woman
C. your present occupational role
B, as a member of the Catholic Church
25* Sise of family
26., Nationality
2?. Estimate family income
28* Bid you family have a goal for you?
29« What was their .reaction to your decision, to enter?
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